
THE CULTIVATION CHRONICLES 
 

DAY THREE: 14th August 2020 

 

We are making good progress.   The 3rd meet-up of the Gardening Squad and a difference 

can now be seen.  This is good news indeed. 

 

Today started early as my trusted comrade Alec arrived to tackle an old Hawthorn tree that 

needed felling before it toppled into the road of its own accord.  After a brew we set to 

work and cut away the higher limbs before tackling the main bulk of the timber and one 

last branch that was precariously hanging over the main street.  Huffing and puffing and 

with much elbow work on the sharp-toothed saw and eventually a crack of rotted wood 

appeared and the final piece went tumbling to the ground - it was a job well done!  From 

the resultant wood 5 logpiles were constructed. The insects are going to have a ball. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

During the timber-toppling process several other helpers arrived with Fiona and Emily 

being the first and duly put on lawn-mower duties.  Alas, before the blades of grass were 

trimmed the lawn-mower had to be built, which was no easy task due to a lack of tools 

along with some rather dubious instructions.  After a long battle with the confounding 

contraption the machine was finally put together and to the grass cutting operation the 

two constructors headed.  It was a shame the batteries weren’t fully recharged and only 20 

Man of Action - Lumberjack Alec 



minutes of mowing was done.  The fact is though, we now have a lawnmower ready for the 

next session and bowling green perfection awaits.  Emily and Fiona duly helped out on 

other tasks for the rest of the day which was greatly appreciated - fine works lasses, fine 

work. 

 

Two more duos were hard at it with Gareth and Sandra digging away, turning some tough 

soil and giving a few shrubs a much needed haircut.  They made great headway with 

several tricky areas and persevered with great focus.  It is important that before any re-

planting takes place the soil is completely ready.  Once we have loosened all areas 

nutrients and compost will be added. 

 

Our last duo, namely Bill and new girl Chloe, got stuck in to the long stretch of neglected 

soil at the front of the building, perhaps the most difficult area to tackle and one that 

needs good muscle and tireless tenacity.   A grand head of steam was built up, many roots 

dealt with and much compacted ground eventually broken up.  Progress is slow here, the 

job is being done with great care and the end result will be magnificent - there is certainly 

going to be some precious habitat around the Heaton’s Centre. 

 

Throughout the day we are catered for by Jeanette and Jude of the Young Carers Team and 

then Jennie from Adult Carers and her young chatterbox grand-daughter Tilly, who 

supplied further drinks and cakes and of course, good company.  Mr Andrew North joined 

the fray, helped out and even sported a dapper ‘Our Man in Havana’ type hat - a class act if 

ever I saw one - a pity he forgot his pipe and white plimsolls. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

From a Graham Greene novel to helping out at The Heaton’s  



 So, with 3 days done, we are making good head way .  The team is a unit to be reckoned 

with and we have a good camaraderie occurring between staff and carers - It is what we do 

and oh what a joy to behold.   It is also nice to have many locals take note, have a chat and 

appreciate what we are trying to do (one lady, who lives across the road, even offered to 

brew up for us - how lovely is that).  We are all about the community - we are here to do 

something positive, to raise a smile of appreciation and to help folk keep moving. 

 

Thank you as ever to all who make these occasions so rewarding, it is a wonderful thing to 

be involved with.  Oh, I also added a new species to the site list - a Walnut Orb Weaver 

Spider (Nuctenea umbratica) - it was a beauty although Emily didn’t think so and ran a mile 

when I picked it up and asked her if she would like to hold it.  She was more taken though 

with a Honey Waxcap Fungus (Hygrocybe reidii) I found on the lawn - we’ll have a new 

nature convert very soon I hope. 

 

 

NEXT MEET-UP DATE PLANNED: 

28th August 2020 

 

 

 

Walnut Orb Weaver Spider (Nuctenea umbratica) 

another new resident, the job’s a good un’ 


